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Summary. Explicit radiation-conditioned solutions are derived for magnetically-
aligned MGD flow past a Gaussian source. If the latter's principal dimension is small,
then corresponding to a supersonic-superAlfvenic (or restricted subsonic-subAlfvenic)
flow, a strong perturbation field is encountered downstream from a downstream (or
upstream from an upstream) tangent cone to the "fast" sheet (or one of the two "slow"
cusped sheets) of the Friedrichs wavefront, while a weak estimable field appears upstream
(or downstream) from this cone. The strong field is represented by an expansion with
accessible asymptotic development. For a finite principal source dimension, other asymp-
totic modes can be extracted from a separate uniformly valid formulation. In particular,
the asymptotic behavior near the dividing tangent cone is nonsingular and suggests the
possible existence there of a conical sheath within which the field is probably most
concentrated, and across which its transition from strong to weak occurs gradually.

1. Introduction. One of the basic three-dimensional MGD flow problems is that
attempted by Crapper [4], viz. the arbitrarily directed flow past a source with the
Gaussian strength

(Vt)"3 exp(-x2//2). (1.1)

Using Lighthill's ([7; see also [8, 9]) stationary-phase-cum-radiation condition technique,
Crapper achieved an asymptotic far-field solution valid for any moderate principal dimen-
sion /. Because of the complicated dependence on geometrically involved parameters, a
certain degree of explicitness is unavoidably sacrificed.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate more closely the special case corresponding
to a magnetically aligned, supersonic-superAlfvenic flow (which overlaps Crapper's
cursory treatment of the flow at Mach number 3 and Alfven number 4), as well as
restricted subsonic-subAlfvenic flow (avoided by Crapper), and, particularly, to obtain
explicit radiation-conditioned results that (i) hold for any observation position but small /,
and (ii) evolve asymptotically, for finite /, from a uniform representation. Since expression
(1.1) approaches the Dirac delta function 5(x) as / -> 0, a direct byproduct associated with
(i) is the exact Green's function. One of the various asymptotic modes parallels Crapper's;
though there is general agreement, a certain discrepancy also emerges.

Perturbations permeate the entire fluid space and would be, but for a complete
synthesis, traversed by a pair of covertexed cones. However, the applied radiation condi-
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tion admits only one member (of this pair) which restricts a strong field to one side, and a
weak field to the other side. Such cones are amongst those qualitatively studied by
Cumberbatch [5]. They feature primarily in the point disturbance theory, wherein certain
phenomena may be anticipated for aligned flow by analogy with conventional gas dynam-
ics (see e.g. [10]). This is especially so in two-dimensional theory, but not quite with three-
dimensional problems; for example, in the restricted subsonic-subAlfvenic regime, the
perturbation confinement zone has never been convincingly established although the
confining conical boundary is believed, on purely physical grounds, to project upstream.
Part of the argument relies intuitively on a physically conceived Huyghens-oriented
principle adopted by Cumberbatch [5]. Instead, our construction will be based on a
combination of Fourier and geometrical inversion, plus the radiation condition effect.

2. Transformation of equations of motion. Consider a uniform state wherein an
unbounded mass of perfectly conducting, inviscid, compressible fluid with density p0 and
sound speed c is moving at velocity V through a magnetic field H. Let a denote the Alfven
velocity (parallel to H), and a = |a|. Small disturbances are being induced by a weak fluid
injecting source with productivity rate function S. Suppose corresponding perturbations
in the magnetic field, the fluid velocity and pressure are, respectively, |H|h, v, p0p. The
linearized equations of continuity, induction, momentum and divergence are then

Dp/Dt + c2V • v = c2S, dh/dt = V X (v X aa"1) + V X (V X h), (2.1)

Dv/Dt + Vp = a(V X h) X a, V h = 0, (2.2)

where D/Dt = 8/dt + V • V. We next define a scalar P and a vector Q via the differential
equations

[{M2 + A2)(D/Dt)2 - (V-V)2](/? + aa-h) = [A2{D/Dtf - (V-V)2]/>, (2.3)

[(A/2 + A2)(D/Dt)2 - (V ■ V)2][a(a • V)h - Dv/Dt]

= [A\D/Dtf - (V- V)2]DQ/Dt, (2.4)
where M = M(V) = V/c (Mach number) and A = A(V) = V/a (Alfven number), with V
= |V|.

With reference to the x = (x, y, z) coordinate frame, let a = (a 0, 0).
We assume a magnetically aligned flow: V = (V, 0, 0). To attain an ultimate steady

state, it is normally necessary that the source act steadily. The radiation condition may
now be accommodated, following Lighthill [7, 8, 9], by first envisaging a certain unsteady
development, subsequent to the source function S1 acquiring an exponential growth to
become

/CO /* CO /» 00J J £(a) exp (ia-x) da d(3 dy, (2.5)

in terms of its Fourier transform $ = £(a) (signified by"), dependent on the wave vector a
= (a, /?, y):

/co /* co r* co

/ / S exp (-ia-x) dx dy dz. (2.6)
— CO — CO — CO

Throughout, e > 0. The radiation condition is then satisfied if perturbations are likewise
allowed to grow exponentially: e.g.,
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/<» p co /» co

J J v(a) exp (/a-x) da d/3 dy. (2.7)

By the time free perturbations coming in from infinity infiltrate our observation region,
they are negligibly small compared with source-emitted 0(exp et) quantities, and therefore
tend to escape detection near the steady state.

Fourier transforming (2.1) and (2.2), noting that D/Dt converts into iaV( with Vt = V
— iea1, it then follows from elementary vector manipulations that

aM2p + Kfa-v = (2.8)

aKtfi + (a-v, 0, 0) = av, (2.9)

a(a2fi - Ve\) = a(p + a2ht), (2.10)

a-fi = 0, (2.11)
where hi is the x-component of h, Mt = M(Vt) = Vt/c. Let At = A(V() = Vt/a. Then (2.3)
and (2.4) transform into

* ^ 2*T - ~ 1)/* 2U v - _ ^(Ac2 - 1)Q n ...P 1 M2+A2-V a eV M2+A2-V (' )

whence (2.10) is equivalent to

aQF( = aP. (2.13)
Furthermore, it can be shown from (2.8), the x-components of (2.9) and (2.10), as well
as (2.11) and (2.12), that

crQKe = aP\\V - ka~x) + iVjS, (2.14)

A = A(K) being a magnetoacoustic flow number defined by

X"2 = M'2 + .A~2 - M'2A-2. (2.15)

Hence, solving (2.13) and (2.14) for P and Q, we get:

. _ iaVj(a) a ia${u) (2
a2 — a2\2(V — iea'1)' a2 — a2A2(K — ita'1)'

3. Radiation-conditioned inversion. The transforms in (2.16) must be inverted to
recover P and Q. It is seen that

P = D<t>/Dt, Q = V$, (3.1)

* - «p <«> /; /;_ /;_ ^

We now assume that the Gaussian of (1.1) represents S. Then

$(a) = (2tt)-3 exp (—'/4,a2/2). (3.3)

Whereupon, introducing cylindrical polar coordinates, (x, r, 6) and (a, k, w) with y = r
cos 6, z = r sin d, 0 = k cos oj, y = k sin w, and employing [11 (6) §3.3]
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/d+ir f* 7T
exp [inr cos (oo — 6)] dw = 2 / exp (ixr cos a;) du = 2x/0(/cr) (3.4)

)-ir J o

(the Bessel function of order zero), we reduce (3.2) to the axisymmetric form

$ = exp (ef) (4x)"' f exp (-$ k212)[x(x\k) - x(x\ ~k)] dK, (3.5)
J 0

with

Crapper's paper [4] focuses on a velocity gradient comparable with a second derivative of
our function 3>. Moreover, as the mathematical derivation adheres to an arbitrarily
directed flow, his perturbation field is not generally axisymmetric. So, unlike (3.5) with
(3.6), his initial representation remains a triple integral, and is resolved by a three-
dimensional stationary phase method which we will not adopt.

However, Crapper's arguments do incorporate Lighthill's radiation condition tech-
nique. In the present analysis, this may be completed by determining $ from (3.5) and
(3.6), and then letting e —► 0. What remains constitutes the desired steady-state solution.
Before taking the limit, however, evaluation can be done through linear approximations
for small e. Thus, in particular,

k + a[X2(K - /ta-1)—1]1/2 « (X2 - 1)1/2 [a - itil + k(A2 " 1)~1/2] (3.7)

where
M2A2(M2 + A2 - 2)

0 = MV)X'(V)[X\V) - 1]- = y(X2_ \)(Ap + A2_\y, (3.8)

via (2.15). Note that

X2 — 1 = (M2 — \){A2 - 1 KM2 + A2 - l)"1. (3.9)

The right side of (3.7) vanishes at

a = ieU — k(A2 — 1)~1/2, (3.10)

which, with reference to (3.6), is a simple pole of the approximated integrand. The latter
stays analytic elsewhere.

Hereafter, we keep to a hyperbolic flow regime [10]: X > 1. This is equivalent, by virtue
of (3.9), to either

M > 1 and A > 1 (a supersonic-superAlfvenic stream), (3.11)

or
M < 1 and A < 1, but M2 + A2 > 1 (a restricted subsonic-subAlfvenic stream). (3.12)

The pole of (3.10) is therefore predominantly real, but slightly displaced into the complex
half-plane Ima ^ 0 whenever U ^ 0, i.e., in view of (3.8), depending on whether (3.11) or
(3.12) holds.

The integral xC*!*) may now be considered via contour integration. The usual appeal
to Jordan's lemma fails because the integrand factor exp(-'/4a2/2) diverges as |a| -> c°
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throughout either of the two sectors: ir/4 < |arg a| < 3x/4. Instead, we shall evaluate
x(x|/c) to an estimable error corresponding to a significantly small / and, tentatively, for x
# 0. First deform the real interval ( — N/l2, N/l2), chosen to satisfy N > k12(\2 — 1)~1/2 for
each k (E (0, 00). Suppose the deformation is rectangular and comprises the horizontal
path

<£: a = Rea + ilx/l2 ( — N/l2 < Rea < N/l2)

joined to the specified interval via the two vertical portions

£±: a = ± N/l2 + ilxs/P (0 < s < 1).

Note that J2_ passes to the left of the above pole. (The level of £ is fixed at Ima = 2x/P for
a special reason. Suppose it is assigned along Ima = 2x0/P instead. Then the integrand in
(3.6), when integrated along £, imparts a controlling factor, viz. exp[-x0/~2(2.x - *„)],
which must stay bounded as / —♦ 0. This is clearly satisfied by the chosen level, i.e. with x0
= x.) When * ^ 0, the deformed contour (see Fig. 1) is ± clockwise directed into the
region Ima S; 0 and has (or has not) therefore crossed the solitary pole provided 12 ̂  0 (or
0 5* 0). For a full crossing, it is understood that we already have 6 < 2| x\ /l2\ S2|. Con-
sequently, according to residue theory,

[ = 2x/'(sgn x)//(xl2)[residue at a = ieQ- 1)"1/z] + f + f + f , (3.13)
J -N/l* J £ J £_ J £+

where each integ.al, as well as the stipulated residue, relates to a small e -approximation of
the integrand in (3.6). The applied radiation condition is indirectly responsible for the
Heaviside factor H(x&) = Vi + Vi sgn x sgn U, with sgn x = ±1 (x ^ 0).

Ima

-N/£ + i2 |x| /£ J?
i >—
I
A ie|il|-*(x -1) /z
" f
-I ► o

-N/£2| H£l<0)
^_V -ie|il|(X2 -1)"%

-N/£2 — i2 | x | /£2

N/lZ + i2 |x| /I2

* > 0 V^-f
—► 1  —-Rea

I N/£
x < 0

I

N/£2 -i2 |x| /ll

Fig. I. Possible deformations of the path (-N/P, N/l2) into Ima ^ 0 depending on x ^ 0. The radiation
condition causes the single pole to be slightly and vertically displaced from the (zero f) position -k(A2 - 1 )-1'2 so
that it contributes (or does not contribute) provided xSl > 0 (or < 0). Ultimately, there is just one other

contribution, viz. an error term associated with either possible horizontal £-path.
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Now

f = exp (-s2//2) f N/l'  exp (—js2/2) ds 
J£ (X2 - 1)1/2 J .N/l2 s + k(X2 - 1)-1/2 + i{2x/l2 -til) V '

So,

(X2- 1)1/2 exp (x2/e2)\ f£|

< P'2 + |2x/f-e0| exp(_.2/2)^
~ J.sm [J + <X2 - 1)"1/2]2 + (2x//2 - eQ)2 P 1 t j

9 fiV/J2
< (2x-//2 - tfl)2 J0 [" + "(X2 - 1)"1/2 + 12x//2 - 1 exP ("W ds

= l(x - ien/2)"2{/[l - exp (—iVV2//2)]

+ >[M2(X2 - 1)"1/2 + |* - iefi/2|]erfGAf//)). (3.15)

Also, it can be shown that

If M exp(-j N2/P) f1 exp [-5(2 - 5)x2//2] &
I " /2(X2 - 1)1/2 J„ | ± AV/2 + k(X2 - 1)"1/2 + i(2xs/l2 - e«)| ' 1 j

It now remains to formulate the particular residue. This is found to contain the factor exp
(-exft) which, when coupled to H(xtt) (see (3.13)), implies the existence of a slight
artificial resistance reminiscent of that devised by Rayleigh (see e.g. [6], also [3]).

Let TV -> co . From (3.16), then, -» 0. At this stage, in accordance with Lighthill, the
limit, as e -> 0, may also be effected. Define the error term

e(x|/c)= lim lim (27t)_1 f . (3.17)
e-o N->co J £

Whereupon, from (3.6) and (3.13), one eventually arrives at

lim x(x|k) = /(X2 - l)~1/2(sgn x)H(xU) exp [-/Vjc(X2 - 1)~1/2 - \k2I2(\2 - l)"1] + e(x\i<).
(3.18)

From (3.15),

I^IOl < {I + W - 1 )~'/2 + I*1 ]>■ (3-19)/ exp (-x2//2)
2xx2(X2 - 1)

So far, much of the analysis relies upon x ^ 0.
Suppose* = 0. Then (3.19) fails. However, (3.14) and (3.17) remain valid provided I ^

0 and reveal, by comparison with (3.6), that

lim x(0| k) = e(0| k). (3.20)
6-»°

If I = 0, x(0|k) can be explicitly determined from (3.6) under the approximation (3.7) by
first deforming the a-path (—°°, °°) into Im a ^ 0 whenever ft ^ 0, i.e. always opposite to
the pole in (3.10), until the deformed path becomes an infinite semicircle. Along this, it is
found that the integration does not vanish, but, via the Cauchy-Goursat theorem, in fact
leads to

lim x(0| k) = £;'(X2 - 1)~1/2 sgn 0. (3.21)
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4. The physical solution and its geometrical interpretation. In the steady (i.e. lime-,0)
state,

$ = s T\ mr /„" Jo{Kr) sin [k| x| (X2 ~1 )_1/2] dK + E{x>r)' (4-1 v

where

E(x, r) = (4x)_1 f Jo(«r) exp (~WP)[e(x\ k) - e(x\ - k)] da. (4,2)

These are obtained by applying (3.18) to (3.5) and expanding a joint exponent factor
uniformly over 0 < k < °°.

Results will now be presented for small /, small compared with x(^O). To estimate the
quantity E, we first observe from the arguments leading to (3.19) that |e(x| — k)\ satisfies
the same inequality (i.e. (3.19)) as |e(*|/c)|, and then use the fact [11, §2.5] that |/o(Kr)|
< 1. Thereupon, it can be shown that

lEY \l / , a/rax 1 + K^2 ~ 1)"1/2 + 1*1 >
I E{x, r)\ < exp ( x /I) (2x)27t3/2(X2 — 1)1/2 (4-3)

The /c-integral involved in (4.1) possesses the discontinuous value (cf. [11, §13.42])

[x2(\2 - l)-1 - /^-^ffflxKA2 - 1)-1/2 - r\. (4.4)

Consequently, defining
m-11 o2v

G{x, r) = (2x)_1 £ 77 a/X)2" to [*2 - '2(*2 - 1)]"1/2 + 0(l2m) (4-5)
v = 0 V > G\^\

for any finite positive integer m, one may express

$ = G(x, r) when x sgn ft > r(X2 - 1 )1/2 (4.6)

= E(x, r) when x sgn SI < r(\2 - 1 )1/2, (4.7)

E(x, r) being, at most, exponentially small like xexp {-x2/l2).
Now the plane x = 0, although excluded from the above discussion, forms part of the

range x sgn ft < r{\2 - 1 )1/2. On this plane, the result (4.7) remains formally consistent if /
^ 0 in view of (3.5), (3.20) and (4.2), equivalent to

<*> |*-o = £(0, r). (4.8)

But the inequality (4.3) no longer holds; nonetheless, this does not imply an unbounded $-
field on x = 0.

The solution comprising (4.6) and (4.7) is not essentially difficult to interpret. How-
ever, its implication goes deeper. To examine this, we first align the x-axis with the a-axis
of an a-frame whose origin is located downstream (of the source's mean position) at x =
V. Now introduce the unit wave vector n = a| a| _1 = (cos 0, sin 0 cos w, sin 0 sin w) with 0
G (0, t) and u £ (6 - ir, d + 7r), 6 being the observational polar angle. Consider the
equation

A2 cos2 0=1. (4.9)

This is, equivalently, cot2(0 - Vnr) = A2 - 1, implying that the two infinite circular cones

C+(x > 0), C.(x < 0): x2 = r*(A2 — 1) (4.10)
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covertexed at the mean distribution point x = 0 have their (spinning) generator orthog-
onal to the particular (spinning) direction n that is consistent with (4.9). Using (2.15) and
remembering that V cos 0 = V • n, Eq. (4.9) can also be manipulated into the form

(—V • n)4 - (—V ■ n)2(a2 + c2) + a2c2 cos2 0 = 0,

which becomes the familiar MGD dispersion relation [10] governing the phase speed w(n)
in the specific direction n after the substitution -V • n = w(n). This requires that the mean
position a = -V lie on the polar plane, with respect to the unit sphere |a| = 1, of the
particular point a = n/w(n) which, in turn, lies on a normal surface. (The present
argument is comparable to that of [1] for the two-dimensional but generalized system.)
Now, fundamental MGD waves are transversely isotropic and non-dispersive. Such waves
have their phase speed and group velocity U related, along any direction n, by [2]

V = n[u{n) - n • V„w(n)] + V„u(n)

with V„ = (d/d(cos <f>), 8/8(sin 0 cos w), d/d(sin 0 sin u)). So U n = «(n) V n (see also
[7]); i.e., the U-surface a = U is an envelope of polar planes, with respect to | a| = 1, of all
points on the normal surface; a = n/w(n). Thus, whenever a real tangent cone to the U-
surface can be vertexed at a = -V (i.e. at x = 0), (4.9) admits at least one real n-root
orthogonal to its generator; here, n satisfies (V + U) • n = 0 (see Fig. 2). Evidently, this
tangent cone has the equation (4.10). It is actually identical to C+ . As yet, there is no
special mathematical reason why the origin a = 0 should not be taken upstream at x =
-V; if this is indeed the choice, one would eventually arrive at a tangent cone identifiable
as C- .

Suppose M > 1 and A > 1, i.e. V > max (a, c). This covers M = 3, A =4, for which
certain computations are available in [4]. Unfortunately, the attention Crapper paid to
this particular line is somewhat cursory; as such, the information provided by his asymp-
totic results does not adequately account for the detailed overall picture; moreover, by
focussing on the far field, the important behavior off the cone surface C+ , under in-
vestigation throughout this section, has been unfortunately overlooked. Relative to the
MGD U-surface or Friedrichs wavefront (a surface of revolution), the point a = —V is
outside the "fast" sheet which cuts the a-axis (of symmetry) at a = max (a, c), —max (a,
c). In this event, we obtain a downstream tangent cone C+ plus an upstream cone C_
covertexed at a = —V. But then U > 0 (see Sec. 3). This allows only the actual participa-
tion of the downstream tangent cone C+ and excludes that of the upstream cone C_ . In
fact, (4.6) and (4.7) disclose that the 4>-field is determined by

G(x, r) (strong field) downstream of C+ , (4.11)

E(x,r) (weak field) upstream of C+. (4.12)

The radiation scheme is portrayed in Fig. 2.
Crapper's analysis [4] avoids the alternate situation; M < 1, A < 1 but M2 + A2 > 1.

Here, ac{a2 + c2)"1'2 < V < min (a, c), so that the mean position a = -V terminates inside
the left member of the "slow" cusped U-sheets which cuts the a-axis at a = —ac(a2 +
c2)-1/2 and again at a = -min (a, c). Of both covertexed cones representable again by
(4.10), the upstream cone C_ is tangential to the left cusped U-sheet (cf. [5]. Note that the
present (C+ , C_) pair of cones is totally distinct from the previous (C+ , C_) pair in the
case M > 1, A > 1). Since U < 0 now, the $-field must be interpreted from (4.6) and (4.7)
as being
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Fig. 2. The construction of the conical (C+ , C_) pair as a simultaneous envelopment of just that subset of
relevant polar planes passing through the mean distribution point x = 0. The complete set of polar planes
envelope the U-surface. The MGD flow regime here corresponds to V > max (a, c), i.e. supersonic-super-
Alfvenic. In this case, the downstream cone C+ is tangential to the "fast" sheet of the Friedrichs U-surface (cf.
[ 10]) and, via an applied radiation condition, separates the emission into a strong G-field downstream and a weak
£-fie!d upstream. This radiation condition totally excludes the physical presence of the complementary upstream

cone C_ .

G(x, r) (strong field) upstream of C_ , (4.13)

E(x,r) (weak field) downstream of C , (4.14)

and, obviously, never involves the downstream cone C+ . Fig. 3 depicts the radiation
scheme.

In each instance the weak £-field occupies the larger space external to a cone and
including the plane x = 0 (see (4.8)). From (4.3), E —> 0 as / —♦ 0 provided that x ^ 0. To
accommodate x = 0 in the limit, we note that the right side of (3.21) is independent of k so
that, by (3.5), $ |*,0 = 0 when / = 0, in which case: $ = 0 (everywhere) upstream of C+ if
V > max (a, c), or downstream of C_ if ac{a2 + c2)-172 < V < min (a, c); moreover $ =
G{x, r) = (27t)"'[x2 - r^A2 - 1)]~1/2 across the particular cone. This solution represents
the Green's function (i.e. the point source potential), and is analogous to that for non-
magnetic supersonic flow. In fact, the propagation pattern for V > max (a, c) and / = 0
may be deduced from such an analogy [5, 10]; here, the geometrical connection arises, via
a Huygens-type principle, from a physically-based envelopment of successive elementary
perturbations. Whilst this method does intuitively identify C_ as the physical envelope
when ac(a2 + c2)~I/2 < V < min (a, c), it cannot convincingly tell us to which side of C_
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the significant G-field is confined. In contrast, the only physical notion we have introduced
is the well-tried and much more fundamental Lighthill version of the radiation condition.
Combined with Fourier and geometrical constructions, it leads to the unique solution (see
[7, 8, 9]) with supporting conical domains clearly defined.

The strong G-field (for / ^ 0) can be asymptotically expanded along any fixed radial
line passing from the vertex x = 0 into the supporting conical interior x sgn 12 >
r(X2 — 1)1/2. Thus, if ^ denotes the angular colatitude of a spherical polar frame with radial
distance |x| = |x| cos \p while r = |x| sin \p, then for fixed \p and within the specified
interior, (4.5) can be shown to develop into

G(x, r) = (27r)-'(sgn 0) £ ^ + 0(/2m/|x|2m + 1) (415)
i> = o ^ v. | X|

where, in terms of coefficients AM = 2_2M(yu!)_2(2/u)! (n = 0, 1, ■ • • , °°) in the binomial
expansion of (1 — z)~I/2 within —1 < z < 1, the coefficient

Bv = £ A,(tan ^)2*(A2 - \ + 2v)\/(2n)\. (4.16)
M-0

For sufficiently large |x|, the expanded form (4.15) is dominated by its leading term, which

Fig. 3. The ac(a2 + r2)~1/2 < V < min (a, c) (i.e. restricted subsonic-subAlfvenic) flow configuration. Of the
(C+ , C ) pair, the C+ member is physically inadmissible according to the radiation condition which, in turn,
restricts the strong G-field upstream (or weak £-field downstream) of C_ , the tangent cone from the point

x = 0 to the surrounding "slow" cusped U-sheet.
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is of order |x|~\ and to which G{x, r) degenerates when / = 0 (cf. the preceding
paragraph). Other asymptotic modes will be demonstrated next in Sec. 5.

5. A uniformly valid velocity gradient. So far, approximate results hold only for small
/(>0), and for observations off either cone C+ or C_ , whichever is relevant. A uniformly
valid solution, applicable along C+ and C_ , is available provided / ^ 0, assumed
throughout this section. It is convenient here to work with a perturbation gradient
because, then, derivatives of $ (rather than $ itself) are involved. For this purpose, we
define the quantity

r = 2ir(A2 - + A2 - 1)(A2 - 1)1/2 dvjdx, (5.1)

which is proportional to the x-gradient of the x-velocity component v1 . This also expe-
dites comparison with Crapper's results [4] based on dvjdx (which, incidentally, is
Crapper's 'T").

The desired T-solution is then fully described by the following expressions (5.2) - (5.5)
(whose derivations are deferred to an appendix):

r = A + 2x(X2 - 1)"1/2{(1 - A2)(A2 - X2)-1(/v/t)"3 exp (-x2//2)

- (82/8r2 + rl8/8r)E(x, r)} (5.2)

where

A = - j (xr)"1/2(sgn Sl)H{xQ) { (F+ + F.)

i ^2 8 _ 9/Xi(F+ + F-) \
8r(X2 — 1Y'2 8x{+ ' 128r2(X2 —1)1' V '

, fi2 being Stieltjes constants for the Bessel function J0 (see (A7)); also, in terms of

z±i/4 = 2"1/4(/X)"1/2(X2 - l)1/4|x(X2 - 1)"1/2 ± r\1/2, (5.4)

F± = 7t2-1/4(/X)"1/2(X2 - 1)1/4 exp (-Z±)Z±1/4{/1/4(Z±) sgn (x ± r{\2 - 1)1/2)

=F /-1/4(Z±)( (5.5)

and whose ^-derivatives appear in (5.3). To determine these, we need, for the modified
Bessel function h{Z±), the fact Z±7„(Z±) = 0 whenever Z± = 0 for v = 1/4 3/4, together
with the recurrence relations [11, § 3.71]

jz [z7„(z)] = z7„_i(z), jz [z7_/z)] = z7_„+1(z).

Thus,

8FJ8x + (l\)~\x ± r(X2 - 1)I/2)F±

= 7t(/X)-3/221/4(X2 - l)1'4 exp (-Z±)Z±3'4{/_3/4(Z±)

T I3/i(Z±) sgn (x ± r(X2 - 1 )1/2)}, (5.6)

82FJ8x2 + 2{l\)~\x ± r{\2 - 1 )1/2)8F±/8x + (IX)'2F± = 0. (5.7)
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The function A may now be computed from (5.3) - (5.7).
Additionally, (5.2) involves

(d2/dr2 + r~x 8/8r)E(x, r) = J K2J0(Kr) exp ^ ^ k2/2^ [e(jc| —k) - e(x\k)] dK,

(5.8)
obtained from (4.2) and the Bessel equation

/„"(*/•) + (Kr)-V„'(Kr) + J0(Kr) = 0. (5.9)

As usual, it is complicated to evaluate an integral of the type (5.8) through the representa-
tion (3.17). However, as in (4.3), an upper bound can be similarly formulated via (3.19) if
x ^ 0:

I _L J(\2 — 1 \-l/2 4. |x I X I //
\(82/8r2 + r~xd/dr)E{x,r)\ < exp (-x2/l2) 2xV/2l{\2 - 1)1/2 ' (-5'10^

Now we examine certain aspects of the asymptotic development while |x| -» o°. Unless
otherwise specified, / is assumed to be finite. Now, when sgn (x ± r(X2 — 1)1/2) = ±1, the
right sides of (5.5) and (5.6) are associated with the function

exp (-Z±)Z±"[I-v(Z±) - /„(Z±)] = (2/tt) sin (vir) exp (-Z±)Z±"A:„(Z±),

~ (2/7t)1/2 sin {dtt) exp ( —2Z±)Z±"~1/2 (5.11)

as x ^ ±°o (cf. [11, §§3.7, 7.23), in which case 8^F±/8xf (^ = 0, 1, 2) diminish
exponentially by virtue of (5.4) - (5.7). Hence, omitting known small terms, (5.2) and (5.3)
reduce to:

r ~ / d2^7- fh  dF- 9niF- 1 .j. (5 12)
2(irr)l/2 I 8x2 8r(A2 - 1 )1/2 8x 128r2(X2 - 1)1 ' P '

r ~ ^ Hl SF+ 9njF+— \ ^<o (513)
2(7rry/2 \ 8x2 8r(\2 - 1)1/2 8x 128r2(X2 — 1)1 1 '

While we now know that, relative to the plane x = 0, F is negligible far upstream (or
downstream) whenever ft <? 0, we have yet to learn explicitly just how significant it is far
downstream (or upstream), especially with reference to the cone C± \x = ±r(\2 - 1)1/2).

From (5.5) and the /^-series,

„ , tt(A2-1)1/4 , 7r(X2 - l)1/4(x T r(k2 - 1)1/2) , ^
T (/A)1/2r(3/4) 2(/X)3/2r(5/4) +0{(A:Tr(X 1) )} (5 \4)

when x ~ ± r(X2 - 1)1/2, so that from (5.6),

8Fj_ = 2tt(X2 - 1)1/4 _ /2
8x (/X)3/2r(l/4) v ( '

Suppose, according as ft <! 0, the reception point x is fixed near the existing cone C± in x
0 but stays far enough from its vertex:

|x|_1 = o(\x T r(X2 — 1)1/2|). (5.16)

Whereupon, after estimating 82F+/8x2 via (5.7), (5.14), (5.15) and defining
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r0 = I (x/r)1/2(A2 - l)1/4/(/A)5/2r(3/4), (5.17)

it follows from (5.12) and (5.13) that

r ~ r0 ± 6T0(lX)-\x T r(X2 - 1)1/2) r(3/4)/r(l/4). (5.18)

This result, obviously nonsingular, holds far away along C± itself: Y ~ T0, which is
proportional to r~1/2l'5/2. This confirms Crapper's deduction [4] in the case ft > 0.
Although Crapper did not provide an explicit form of the amplitude, this can be remedied
via geometrical techniques. Now, corresponding to three co-cylindrical positions, one of
which lies on C± whilst the other two are near and on opposing sides of it but remain
governed by (5.16), we see from (5.18) that relative to C+:

whilst relative to C_:

downstream

L downstream

r0 ^ rupstream (ft > 0), (5.19)

< r0 < rUP8tream (ft < 0). (5.20)

Thus, consistent with our deductions in Sec. 4 concerning $, the stronger far-near field
occurs downstream of C+ when ft > 0, or upstream of C_ when ft < 0. Nevertheless, in the
present situation with finite /, the far-near fields on both sides of C±(ft 0) are of
comparable intensities. In contrast, our earlier ^-solution for small I discloses that the
stronger field to one side of C± is considerably stronger than the adjacent weaker field, the
latter being weaker than a known exponentially small quantity; in fact, this weaker field is
further weakened towards zero as | jc| —> °°. These factors suggest the possible existence of a
conical C±-layer virtually sheathing C± and within which the field changes gradually. In
the case of moderate /, such a C±-layer is detectable, at least asymptotically, as already
experienced through the function I\ But if / is small (approaching zero, say), then this C±-
layer is thin (shrinking onto C±), and one suspects that our earlier ^-results hold orfly
outside such a thin layer; this would then explain the sudden discontinuity across C± .

Next, suppose x is far from and between both the plane x = 0 and the cone C±(ft ^ 0).
The approximations (5.12) and (5.13) are again valid. Furthermore, x T r(\2 - 1)1/2 5 0
and is large, in which event (5.11) also applies and reveals d^Fj/dx41 (yu = 0, 1,2) to be
exponentially small. Consequently T ~ 0, which now holds far from either side of the
plane x = 0 but far upstream of C+ when ft > 0 (or far downstream of C_ when ft < 0),
as well. Such an observation should be well outside any actual C+ (C_) layer, and we do
have some compatibility with the weak ^-representation in (4.12) (or (4.14)). In fact, the
same conclusion can be arrived by substituting "at some finite distance" for "far" and
assuming a small /, since then Z+ remains large whilst (5.11) - (5.13) still hold.

Suppose, on the other hand, x is reasonably far downstream of C+ when ft > 0 (or far
upstream of when ft < 0) and even very much further off from the x-axis, viz such that
r(A2 - 1)1/2 » \x — (or +) r(A2 - 1)1/2| which is appreciably large. First, since sgn (x =F
r(A2 - 1)1/2) = ±1, the corresponding right sides of (5.5) and (5.6) for F+ , 8F+/8x now
involve (contrast (5.11); cf. [11, §7.23])

2 1/2

exp (-ZT)ZT"[/_„(ZT) + /„(ZT)] ~ [ - ) ZT

X

1/2

1 - 4f2 (1 - 4f2)(9 - 4v2)
8Zj 128Z+2
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It may then be verified from (5.4) - (5.7) plus (5.12) and (5.13) that
T ~ -3(A2 - l)1/4/-1/2(2|x - (or +) r(X2 - 1)1/2|)"5/2 (5.21)

This far-far field, though overwhelmingly stronger than its negligible counterpart across
C+ (or C_), is still weak in comparison with the far-near field on the same side, i.e.
^downstream of (5.19) (or T upstream of (5.20)).

Crapper's [4] stationary-phase technique led him to conclude that the T-disturbance is
asymptotically confined to the cone C+ whenever ft > 0. We now know that this is not
absolutely true. However, our analysis so far appears to support only one possibility, viz.
that the bulk of the T-disturbance is concentrated about C± (ft ^ 0), probably within the
C±-layer conjectured earlier on. The issue can be decided only after the relative far-field
strength at any distance from C± has been rigorously explored for finite /.

Appendix. Expressions pertaining to a velocity gradient. The objective here is the
establishment of the steady-state expressions (5.2) - (5.5) accompanying definition (5.1).
This involves the velocity gradient dvjdx which must first be linked with the <i>-field.
Applying liberally the solenoidal condition V • h = 0 of (2.2), the induction equation in
(2.1) simplifies to

8\/8x - Vdh/dx - (V • v, 0, 0) = dh/dt = 0

during the steady state, so that on appealing to (2.4), we get

{M2 + A2 - 1 )8\/8x = (V • Q, 0, 0) - A28Q/8x.

Consequently, via (3.1),

(M2 + A2 - 1 )8vj8x = V2$ - A282$/8x2. (Al)

In preference to (4.1), one can write, via (3.5) and (3.18),

$ = (2tt)-1(X2 - l)~1/2(sgn V)H(xtt)F{x, r) + E(x, r), (A2)

with
/% CO

F(x, r) = F = / J0(Kr) sin [/oc(A2 - 1 )~1/2] exp [-k2/2A2/4(A2 - 1)] d« (A3)
Jo

and E(x, r) given by (4.2). Application of (5.9) to (A2) and (A3) reveals that

[82/8r2 + r~x8/dr + (1 - A2)<92/<9;t2]<l>

= \82/8r* + r-l8/8r + (1 - A2)82/8x2]E{x, r)

- (2tt)-1(A2 - \y26(x){8F/8x)x,0, (A4)

8(x) being the one-dimensional Dirac delta function. But (2.16) and (3.1) imply that

[a2 - a2A2( V - it a "')]<& = tf(a),

whose Fourier inverse, on approaching the steady state, ultimately reduces to

[82/8r* + r~x8/8r + (1 - A2)82/8x2]<S> = ~S(x) = -(/\/ir)-3 exp (-x2//2), (A5)

with A = A(K). From this (Al), (A2), (A4) and (A5) can be shown to lead to the formula
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(5.2) for the quantity defined by (5.1), provided we have

A = - (sgn Q)H{xn)d2F/8x2. (A6)

To exploit (A3) in (A6), it is desirable to write, in accordance with Stieltjes [11, §§ 7.3,
7.31],

JoiKr)~ (™) (0-m^)cos(Kr~irr)+ 8^ (A7)

Mi and ^2 being positive constants less than one. Formula (5.3) is then derived, wherein it is
first observed that

/CO
sin {k[.y(A2 - 1)"1/2 ± tt} exp [-/c2/2X2/4(X2 - 1 )]k~1/2 cJk,

0

= [kU(*2 - l)"l/2 ± r\ ]1/2 [ exp [—/c2/2A2/4(X2 - 1)]
J 0

X {yi/2[/c|x(X2 - 1)~1/2 ± r\] sgn [x(X2 - l)-'/2 ± r] sgn [x(X2 - l)"l/2 ± r]

~F J-i/a[«l x{\2 - 1 )"1/2 ± H ]} dn, (A8)

after interpreting a sine and a cosine via the Bessel functions JU2, 7_1/2 [11, §3.4], The
result [11, §13.3]

r> oo

/ ) exp (-k2/2) A = exp (-x2/8;2)/„(x2/8?2)
J 0

may now be applied to (A8) for v = 'A, —'A, whereupon (5.5) follows.
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